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Abstract

An advanced process for self-assembly of three-dimensional micro-opto-mechanical systems (MOEMS) is demonstrated, based on deep

reactive ion etching of bonded silicon-on-insulator material, sacrificial etching, and out-of plane rotation powered by the surface tension of

thick photoresist pads. Improvements in structure definition and design are described, which have led to an increase in process yield to

approximately 75% and in the best assembly accuracy to <0.18. Optical mirrors oriented at 45 and 908 to the substrate are demonstrated by

simultaneous and sequential self-assembly, respectively. Profile measurements of assembled structures show very high surface quality, and

distortions of parts by surface tension forces are identified. # 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Three-dimensional micro-opto-electro-mechanical sys-

tems (MOEMS) is a relatively new discipline, in which

microfabrication and assembly are used to create small

optical sub-systems that process quasi-free space beams

travelling above the surface of a chip. Examples of compo-

nents that have already been demonstrated include fixed

components such as collimating lenses [1–5], Fabry–Perot

etalons [6,7] and beamsplitters [8], and dynamically adjus-

table components such as moving mirror switches [9–15],

scanners and bar code readers [16–19], display systems [20],

corner cube reflectors [21], external cavity lasers [22] and

focusing micro-stages [23]. Recent surveys of MOEMS can

be found in [24,25].

MOEMS fabrication is generally based on multilayer

polysilicon surface micro-machining [26–30], while assem-

bly is based on out-of-plane rotation using microhinges [31–

37]. A variety of methods have been used to power the

rotation, including surface micro-machined microengines

[38–40] and linear vibromotors [41,42]. Although these

allow dynamic repositioning, they are complex and require

large chip area. Attention is therefore now focused on more

compact mechanisms.

A number of possibilities have been suggested for power-

ing rotation, including magnetic deflection [43,44] and

polymer shrinkage by thermal [45–48] and electrochemical

[49–51] means. All are reversible, and thermal shrinkage in

particular has allowed some impressive demonstrations. An

alternative is offered by surface tension powered self-assem-

bly, originally proposed by Imperial College in 1993 [52].

Because of the advantageous scaling of surface tension

forces into the microstructure size domain, this method

allows very compact geometries. However, it allows one-

time operation, and so is most suited to structural assembly

rather than actuation.

In surface tension self-assembly, small pads of a meltable

material are used to link the edges of a fixed and a movable

part, which are both initially coplanar. Before melting, the

pads have a rectangular cross-section, and after melting, a

semi-cylindrical section. By considering either the forces

acting or the energy of the free liquid surface, it is possible to

show the existence of a torque that tends to rotate the

movable part out-of-plane [52,53]. Surface tension self-

assembly has been demonstrated by us using small meltable

pads of solder [53,54] and low melt temperature glass [55].

A MUMPS-type surface micromachining process based on

small solder beads has also been developed elsewhere [56–
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achieving sufficient yield and alignment accuracy for the

construction of realistic devices.

Recently, we demonstrated a considerably improved sur-

face micromachining process based on mechanical parts

formed from 400 industry-standard bonded silicon-on-insu-

lator (BSOI) wafers by conventional reactive ion etching

(RIE), and meltable pads of thick photoresist, Hoechst

AZ4562 [60–62]. The process was simple (involving just

two masks, one dry etch step and one wet etch step), and

used a novel simultaneously-assembled mechanical limiter

to achieve an alignment accuracy of approximately 0.5 for

458 rotated structures. Although its yield was low, the

process allowed the construction of a range of fixed 458
mirrors and electrostatic torsion mirror scanners.

In this paper, we describe further enhancements to the

process obtained by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) of the

mechanical parts, introduce improved hinge designs, and

demonstrate a sequential form of self-assembly that extends

the technique of simultaneous assembly used for 458 mirrors

to 908 rotated structures. The process is first described, and

the influence of critical fabrication steps such as lithography

and etching on uniformity, yield and assembly accuracy are

discussed. Alignment errors below 0.18 are demonstrated for

both 45 and 908 mirrors for the first time, and the surface

flatness of assembled structures is shown to be extremely

high (although it is shown that surface tension forces are

strong enough to cause small structural distortions). These

advances greatly enhance the prospects for self-assembled

MOEMS.

2. Process and design improvements

Bonded silicon-on-insulator is rapidly becoming a mate-

rial of choice for MEMS and MOEMS, because it allows the

construction of thick, high quality suspended mechanical

parts in single crystal material [63,64]. Our process is based

BSOI material fabricated at BCO and consisting of 400

Si(1 0 0) substrates carrying 5 mm thick bonded Si layers

on 2 mm of thermal oxide (Fig. 1). In previous work, parts

have been formed in the bonded layer by conventional RIE

using a Cr hard mask [60–62]. Replacing this process with

DRIE allows feature size control to be improved from 2 to

0.2 mm. This improvement in dimensional control increases

the accuracy of the assembled structure, while the use of a

stop-on-oxide etch increases uniformity and reduces the

likelihood of failure caused by direct adhesion of the resist

to the substrate.

Two lithography steps are involved. To define the parts,

the wafers were patterned using the structural feature mask

by UV lithography, using a Quintel Q4000-IR aligner to

expose a 0.35 mm thick layer of Shipley S1400-17 photo-

resist spin coated at 5000 rpm for 40 s. Part sizes were

typically of order 1 mm, with clearances between moving

parts of 4 mm. The surface pattern was then transferred to the

bonded layer by deep reactive ion etching in a Surface

Technology Systems Single-Chamber Multiplex ICP Etcher,

using the BCO/STS Advanced Silicon Etch (ASETM), a

stop-on-oxide DRIE process [65–69].

The ASETM process uses alternating cycles of ICP etching

and passivation at circa 25 mTorr pressure to etch silicon to

depths >200 mm at high rates and with excellent sidewall

verticality. In the etch step, sulphur hexafluoride is used to

remove silicon by dissociating SF6 into fluorine radicals.

Although the etch process is isotropic, lateral erosion is

prevented by a short polymer deposition step after each etch.

This forms a layer of passivation (CxFy) on the surface of the

feature by ionisation and dissociation of octafluorocylcobu-

tane (C4F8). To re-initiate etching, fluorine radicals first etch

the base of the passivation, and then the silicon itself.

Although cyclic processing leads to sidewall scallops, these

can be minimised by careful adjustment of the etch para-

meters. After etching, the resist mask was stripped.

To form the meltable pads, the etched wafers were spin-

coated with Hoechst AZ4562 photoresist, pre-baked at

908C, exposed to the hinge driver pad mask using the

Quintel aligner, and developed in Hoechst AZ400 K devel-

oper (1:4 in DI water) for 6 min. The pads were formed in

segmented blocks with dimensions of 250 mm� 40 mm. A

pad thickness of 11.8 mm was used, obtained by spin coating

at 1400 rpm for 40 s.

Fig. 1. Process flowchart for surface tension self assembly.

2 R.R.A. Syms et al. / Sensors and Actuators 2839 (2000) 1–11
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removed by wet etching for 10 h in 7:1 buffered hydrofluoric

acid, which penetrated through 4 mm square holes on a

20 mm square pitch in the movable parts. The remaining

wash water was then removed by freeze-drying. To assemble

the structure into its three-dimensional configuration, the

resist pads were remelted in a convection oven at 1458C.

Finally, to improve reflectivity, the devices were sputter-

coated with 500 Å of Al metal.

Previous demonstrations of resist-powered self-assembly

have suffered from low yield, caused by (a) detachment of

the movable parts, (b) stick-down, and (c) poorly-controlled

rotation rates. Very significant improvements in process

yield and assembly uniformity have been achieved by the

following simple process changes.

Adhesion of the thick AZ4562 layer to the silicon parts

was found to be substantially increased by cleaning the

substrate in fuming nitric acid before spin coating, and by

premelting the resist pads at 1008C for 30 min before

sacrificial layer etching. However, despite this treatment,

detachment of many of the movable parts occurred during

the long HF etch. This problem was effectively eliminated

by perforating the silicon lands on either side of the hinge

using a series of 2 mm� 4 mm holes, as shown in Fig. 2, so

that the solid resist pad effectively pinned the fixed and

moving parts together during etching. Fig. 3 shows SEM

views of the rear of a part after self-assembly, showing (a)

the overall structure, and (b) a close-up of a single perfora-

tion though the moving part. The perforation is completely

filled by resist, implying that the resist pins remain to

reinforce the structure even after remelting and assembly.

Previous demonstrations of self-assembly have used

freeze-drying [70] to remove rinse water after sacrificial

etching without surface tension collapse [71]. The samples

were simply placed in water in an Edwards Modulyo freeze-

drier, which was connected to a vacuum line. Freezing

occurred as the pressure reduced, but only after a short

period of violent boiling, which caused many large movable

parts to become detached. Degassing provided only limited

improvement.

As the pressure reduced still further, the water finally

froze and was removed by sublimation. However, more parts

were found to be detached by the spontaneous cracking

which always occurred during ice formation. In an attempt

to improve yield, the water was replaced by a 25% solution

of methanol in water, which formed a soft ice and froze

without cracking. However, separate tests showed that most

organic liquids (including cyclohexane, methanol, propan-

1-ol, propan-2-ol, propylene carbonate, etc.) either dissolve

the resist pads or weaken their adhesion. The following

alternative procedure has therefore been developed. Samples

are simply placed faced-down in open dishes containing

ultrapure distilled water, frozen solid in a separate fridge,

and only then placed in the freeze dryer. The pressure may

then be lowered so that sublimation takes place without

either gas evolution or cracking.Fig. 2. Layout of improved hinge structure.

Fig. 3. SEM views of rear of 908 rotated part, showing (a) overall

structure; (b) close up of hinge keying hole, showing complete infill by

resist.

R.R.A. Syms et al. / Sensors and Actuators 2839 (2000) 1–11 3
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A final significant cause of low yield was also identified.

After freeze drying, it was found that many of the remaining

movable parts were collapsed down on to the substrate. This

failure mode was traced to the formation and subsequent

evaporation of condensate on the released parts, when warm

air was admitted to the relatively cold freeze dryer during

venting. This effect is significant for the suspended movable

parts used here, because they are so large. It was eliminated

simply by venting to dry N2 while warming the substrates

gently with a radiant heater. Taken together, these improve-

ments have increased yield from around 5 to 75%.

Rotation rates may be controlled by improving the dimen-

sional uniformity of the hinge driver pads. Fig. 4 shows

typical pad profiles, measured before and after premelting,

using a Dektak IIa surface profiler with a stylus tip radius of

25 mm. The profiles are unrealistic, because the pad heights

are comparable with the tip radius, but an approximation to

the initial rectangular and final parabolic profiles may be

discerned.

More usefully, Fig. 5 shows measurements of the central

height of 12 unmelted hinge driver pads. The pads belong to

an array of three self-assembling mirrors, and are located on

a mesa etched in the SOI layer. The resist height drops near

the middle of each device, because of the draining effect of

the perforations that are cut in the movable parts to allow

later penetration of the undercut etch. Resist is also sucked

into the etched trenches that separate all the parts. Pad

uniformity is also reduced by proximity to the mesa edge.

The former effect introduces a variation of �0.05 mm in pad

height (i.e.�0.5%), while the latter increases the variation to

�0.1 mm (�1%). These measurements suggest that unifor-

mity will be enhanced by ensuring that the etched silicon

surface contains few open areas, so that the thick resist may

accurately planarize the surface.

3. 3D MOEMS components

Three-dimensional MOEMS components have previously

been based on parts rotated 458 out-of-plane [60–62]. Rota-

tion is powered by melting the resist pads, and the geometry

of the assembly is fixed by a mechanical limiter. Fig. 6a

shows the mechanism, which involves simultaneous rotation

of two parts in opposite directions. Limiters on the parts

engage to prevent further rotation when each has rotated

through 458. The accuracy of the mechanism is high,

because it involves a long lever arm, and because the

Fig. 4. Surface profiles measured for unmelted and melted photoresist

hinge driver pads.

Fig. 5. Height of unmelted hinge driver pads as a function of position on

the wafer.

Fig. 6. Mechanical limiters for (a) simultaneously-assembled 458 mirrors,

and (b) sequentially-assembled 908 mirrors.

4 R.R.A. Syms et al. / Sensors and Actuators 2839 (2000) 1–11
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construction is determined almost exclusively by the geo-

metric layout of the parts. Fig. 7a shows the CAD layout and

Fig. 7b an SEM view of a 458 mirror based on this mechan-

ism. The main difference from previous results is that the

mirror span has been increased to almost 1 mm, and the

support frame cut away as far as possible.

Remelting the resist, or overmelting to temperatures

greater than that used for that used for the original assembly,

does not cause the three-dimensional structure to collapse or

the latch to release. However, greatly prolonged heating

does cause degradation to the resist pads, which tend to

creep back from their original lands and fragment into semi-

spherical beads.

Despite the increased asymmetry in size and shape of the

two halves of the structure, assembly has occurred with

increased accuracy, suggesting that assembly dynamics are

still dominated by the viscosity of the meltable pads rather

than by the weight of the parts. Fig. 8a and b show close-up

SEM views of the engaged latch mechanism and hinge

driver pad, respectively. At this magnification, there is no

discernible gap between the parts at either point. Higher

magnifications show typical misalignment between nomin-

ally engaged parts of �0.25 mm. These results illustrate the

very high potential accuracy offered by the assembly

method.

Angular measurements of assembled structures were

performed by back reflection, using a HeNe laser and a

goniometer calibrated in 2 arc min steps. Table 1 shows

measurements obtained from 10 similar mirrors, which

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic and (b) SEM view of simultaneously-assembled 458
mirror.

Fig. 8. Close-up SEM views of (a) limiter mechanism and (b) hinge driver

of 458 mirror.

Table 1

Angular measurements for a sample population of 10 self-assembled 458
mirrors

Mirror angle No. of occurrences

448540 2

448560 2

448580 2

45800 1

45820 1

45840 2

R.R.A. Syms et al. / Sensors and Actuators 2839 (2000) 1–11 5
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may be routinely achieved, an approximate 10-fold improve-

ment over previous results. This advance now makes the

method appropriate for passively-assembled MOEMS.

The surface quality and flatness of assembled mirrors was

assessed using a Zygo MetroProTM interferometric optical

profilometer. Structures were simply mounted in a 458 vee-

block, so that the relevant feature was then horizontal, and

scanned in the normal way. Metrology was performed using

10 objective lens, scanned through a vertical distance of

�10 mm, with a zoom factor of 0.5.

Similar surface shapes were obtained from metallised and

unmetallised samples, suggesting that metallisation stresses

do not cause significant deformation, since all surfaces of the

relatively open-framed structures receive coverage during

sputter coating. However, some distortions of the structures

were observed. For example, Fig. 9a shows a contour

representation of the deformed shape of an uncoated 458
mirror support frame. The two support arms have a convex

profile, and are slightly twisted. Fig. 9b shows a levelled

profile scan along the line X–X0, which shows a maximum

out-of-plane bow of approximately 1 mm.

This shape is consistent with the application of a moment

about the axis A–A0 by the four hinge driver pads, and a

constraint at the points B and B0 by the remainder of the

structure. It provides the first evidence that surface tension

torques may deform microstructures during assembly. How-

ever, since gravitational forces scale linearly with structural

thickness, while resistance to bending is dependent on the

cube of thickness, there is scope to reduce this distortion by a

small increase in the thickness of the bonded layer.

Ignoring the twist, we may construct a one-dimensional

model of each arm as a beam of approximately uniform

second moment I and length L, that is subjected to a bending

moment M at the left-hand end (caused by the hinge driver

pads) and a restraint at the right-hand end (applied by the

other element of the assembly, the mirror itself). The

variation in vertical displacement y with position x along

the beam may be obtained from simple bending theory as

yðxÞ ¼ ðM=EILÞ fL2x=3ÿ Lx2=2þ x3=6g, where E is

Young’s modulus. This variation is shown superimposed

on Fig. 9b, with the peak theoretical displacement matched

to the experimental data. Excellent agreement in the

deflected shape is obtained, given the simplicity of the

model.

By assuming experimental dimensions for L and I, and

assuming E ¼ 1:08� 1011 N/m2 for Si, the surface tension

torque acting on each arm may then be estimated as

M � 1:3� 10ÿ9 Nm. This torque is effectively derived from

two hinge driver pads per arm, and is in reasonable agree-

ment with earlier estimates of the torque available using

these pad dimensions [52].

Fig. 10a and b show contour and isometric representations

of the other part of this structure, the 458 mirror itself. The

surface is approximately flat near the hinge axis C–C0,
convex near the centre, and symmetric about the horizontal

centreline. Again, this shape is consistent with the existence

of a torque along C–C0 and restraints at D and D0 provided by

the mirror support. The mirror quality is extremely high,

with a maximum height variation of approximately

�0.35 mm over the whole area (�1 mm2). This result cor-

responds to �l/2 flatness for l ¼ 1:5 mm, suggesting pro-

mise for near infrared operation. The flatness is variable,

with a worst-case radius of curvature (for bending parallel to

the assembly axis) of 0.22 m.

Based on the improvements in assembly accuracy

described above, it is now realistic to consider more complex

assembly operations. For example, time-sequential self-

assembly allows the demonstration of 908 rotated structures,

as shown in Fig. 6b. Here, simultaneous assembly using the

limiter mechanism of Fig. 6a is first used to construct a

‘‘stop’’ in mid air above the substrate, which then prevents

further rotation of an additional mirror component after it

has rotated through 908. Assembly is sequential, because the

mirror must rotate through a larger angle than the parts used

to form the support frame. However, the timings are not

Fig. 9. (a) Contour representation of the surface flatness of a 458 mirror

frame, and (b) surface profile measured along the line X–X0. Points are

experimental data; solid lines are derived from simple beam bending

theory.

6 R.R.A. Syms et al. / Sensors and Actuators 2839 (2000) 1–11
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crucial; the only requirement is that the mid-air stop be

completed before the mirror reaches it.

Fig. 11a shows the CAD layout of a 908 mirror con-

structed by this technique. The frame is constructed from

two separate limiters, placed on either side of the mirror and

ganged together by the link bars 1 and 2 to minimise the

number of separate moving parts. Link bar 2 provides the

mid-air ‘stop’. Fig. 11b shows an SEM view of the final

structure, which has clearly assembled as predicted. Fig. 12a

shows a close-up SEM view of the stop mechanism, showing

that the three moving parts have actually engaged to sub-

micron accuracy. Fig. 12b shows a close-up SEM view of the

base of the 908 mirror. The periodic patterns on the mechan-

ical parts in this view are the scallops referred to in Section 2.

There is no discernible gap between the mirror and its

baseplate, but the mirror has descended vertically by

�0.7 mm.

Some photoresist is visible on the original vertical edges

of both the fixed and movable part in Fig. 12b, suggesting

good adhesion to the sidewalls of trenches etched into the

bonded Si layer. Interestingly, the resist surface profile in

this region is concave. Since the corresponding free surface

on the hinge driver pads is convex, there must have been a

difference in the Laplace pressure between the two regions

during rotation. Simple theory would suggest that molten

resist would be transferred between the two regions until the

pressures equalised. Because this clearly has not occurred,

the apex of the hinge gap must have closed hermetically. In

future designs, it may be advantageous to include openings

along the hinge to allow the passage of resist, because a

Fig. 10. (a) Contour and (b) isometric representations of the surface flatness of a 458 mirror.

R.R.A. Syms et al. / Sensors and Actuators 2839 (2000) 1–11 7
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negative Laplace pressure below the hinge must lead to a

large counter torque acting to prevent rotation.

Final assembly of 908 mirrors took considerably longer

than 458 mirrors, in some cases up to 1 h at 1558C, possibly

because of the counter-torque described above. However,

correct assembly generally occurred eventually, and the

supporting frame did not appear to be disturbed by the

excessive melting. Some dependence of the assembly time

on part size was also observed; mirrors with final heights of

500 mm assembled considerably more quickly than those

with final heights of 1 mm. It may, therefore, be that parts of

these dimensions are approaching the practical limit for

assembly by a surface micromachining process.

Surface profiles were again obtained of parts of the

assembled structure, this time with the aim of determining

whether the considerable additional thermal treatment

described above would lead to excessive distortion of the

relatively flimsy mirror support frame. Fig. 13a shows a

contour representation of the surface of the front member of

the frame. The surface is clearly convex again, confirming

that the surface tension torque acting at the hinge has again

bent this part out of plane after the limiters have engaged.

Interestingly, there are signs of stress concentrations around

the hinge driver pads. However, Fig. 13b shows a profile

measured along the line X–X0. The maximum bow is

roughly half the value shown in Fig. 9b, which is consistent

with a bending moment of approximately half that found for

the 458 mirror frame. This reduced moment is in turn

consistent with the reduced number (two) of hinge driver

pads used to assemble the 908 mirror frame. The overall

conclusion is that the additional heating needed to assemble

the 908 mirror has not significantly increased the structural

deformation.

Once again, it should be emphasised that surface tension

self-assembly is a mass assembly process and that opera-

tions as complex as sequential assembly may be carried out

accurately in parallel. Fig. 14 shows a SEM view of a group

of four assembled 908 structures. The angular alignment of

the two structures at the front were measured by back

reflection as 898560 (LH) and 908 (RH), respectively.

Fig. 11. (a) Schematic and (b) SEM view of sequentially-assembled 908
mirror.

Fig. 12. Close-up SEM views of (a) limiter mechanism and (b) hinge

driver of 908 mirror.

8 R.R.A. Syms et al. / Sensors and Actuators 2839 (2000) 1–11
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4. Conclusions

We have shown that the use of deep reactive ion etching

for structural definition, together with improved hinge and

mechanism designs, can allow a substantial increase in the

yield, accuracy and complexity of surface tension self-

assembled silicon based 3D MOEMS components.

Process yield has been improved to a realistic level (75%)

and angular alignment errors have been reduced to a few

minutes of arc. The surface quality of nominally planar

mirrors has been shown to be extremely high, although some

small structural distortions caused by the surface tension

forces used to power the assembly operation have been

identified. The technique of mechanical limiting by simul-

taneous self-assembly has been extended to allow structures

to be assembled in a definite sequence.
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